In this paper we revisit the classical problem of polynomial interpolation, with a slight twist; namely, polynomial evaluations are available up to a group action of the unit circle on the complex plane. It turns out that this new setting allows for a phaseless recovery of a polynomial in a polynomial time.
Introduction
Polynomial interpolation is a classical computational problem considered in numerical mathematics: given a set of points and values find a polynomial of a given degree that assumes given values at given points. A common interpretation is that a polynomial is fitted to some observational data. It is tacitly assumed that a data set is given exactly. Hence if, for instance, we are fitting a polynomial to some measured observable, our data set faithfully represents measured values. However, in some applications (e.g., signal processing, speech recognition, complex quantities processing) our measurements do not faithfully represent all characteristics of a measured signal, namely, they lack a phase. This observation has led to the emergence of a new subject of phase retrieval, which in short can be described as a study of what can be reconstructed if measurements are restricted to magnitudes while phases are lost. More on phase retrieval can be found, e.g., in [Jaganathan et al., 2015] .
Recently the problem of phase retrieval has inspired a study of problems and algorithms using absolute value information from the point of view of information-based complexity (IBC). While most information-based complexity research concerned problems with information given as evaluations of linear functionals, [Plaskota et al., 2019] consider problems and algorithms that rely on information consisting of modules of real or complex valued linear functionals.
In this paper we study phaseless polynomial interpolation understood as an algorithmic task to construct a polynomial up to a phase, based on its values that are available up to a phase. This means that for a set of absolute values of evaluations of an unknown polynomial f , i.e., |f (x 1 )|, . . . , |f (x k )| for some points x 1 , . . . , x k , we wish to find uf for some number u with |u| = 1. We analyze the relation between the degree of a polynomial f and the computational effort needed to perform this phaseless interpolation. We show that it is possible to do it in a polynomial time. It turns out that while the result for real polynomials is quite straightforward, the complex case is more subtle; for instance, we cannot rely on evaluations given at arbitrary distinct points.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the computational framework for the problems of polynomial identification. Section 3 studies phaseless identification of real polynomials, whereas Section 4 investigates phaseless identification of complex polynomials. We conclude the paper in Section 5 and indicate areas of further work.
Computational framework and problem statement
To fix the terminology let us recall some general notions of IBC. Since in this work we are dealing with problems that are meant to be solved exactly, we will not need much beside basic IBC notions. We are interested in identification problems, i.e., problems of the form:
and their solutions that consist of an information operator N : V → K * and an algorithm φ : K * → V such that φ • N = id V . Here V is a set, K is either the field of real numbers R or the field of complex numbers C, and K * is the set of all finite sequences of elements of K. Let Λ be some class of elementary information operations that can act on elements of V , i.e., elements of Λ are maps V → K.
Recall that, following common IBC convention, an information operator is a mapping N : V → K * such that for all v ∈ V : [Traub et al., 1988] and [Plaskota, 1996] . All objects that we will deal with can be described as finite sequences of real numbers as follows. We treat complex numbers as pairs of real numbers via the usual correspondence z ↔ (Re(z), Im(z)). Similarly, we treat real polynomials as finite sequences of reals via a 0 + a 1 x + · · · + a n x n ↔ (a 0 , a 1 . . . , a n ), and complex polynomials as finite sequences of reals via a 0 + a 1 x + · · · + a n x n ↔ (Re(a 0 ), Im(a 0 ), Re(a 1 ), Im(a 1 ), . . . , Re(a n ), Im(a n )). For this reason, our algorithms essentially are partial functions φ : R * → R * . We choose for our computational model the real Blum-Shub-Smale machine augmented with the ability to compute (·) and sin(·) and assume that an algorithm has to be computable in this model. We will also, by a slight abuse of the term, call (·) and sin(·) arithmetic operations. More on Blum-Shub-Smale model of computation over the reals can be found in [Blum et al., 2012] .
We assume that all arithmetic operations on reals are allowed and are performed in a constant time. All described algorithms make use only of the possibility to store and access finite sequences of real numbers, perform arithmetic operations on them and do bounded iteration. Hence the cost of an algorithm is understood as the (maximal) number of real arithmetic operations performed during its execution.
We define the computational cost of a solution (N, φ) as:
where, for v ∈ V and y ∈ R * :
cost a (φ, y) = the number of arithmetic operations performed by an algorithm φ on input y
The computational complexity of an identification problem id V : V → V is defined as:
For a real or complex linear space V , let ≡ be a binary relation on V defined as:
x ≡ y iff x = uy for some number u with |u| = 1 Clearly, ≡ is an equivalence relation. We will write V for V / ≡.
Suppose that Λ is some class of elementary information operations consisting of linear functionals. We define a new class of information operations:
where |L|(v) = |L(v)| for v ∈ V , here | · | is an absolute value in case of real spaces, and modulus for complex spaces. Note that elements of |Λ| act on V in a natural way since |L(uv)| = |L(v)| for all v ∈ V and all numbers u such that |u| = 1. We consider two identification problems related to the classes Λ and |Λ|, correspondingly:
for some L i ∈ Λ is the exact identification with exact evaluations of L i . This is the problem id V when the class Λ is available. In the setting of phase retrieval, one instead tries to identify v ∈ V up to a unit u (i.e. a scalar u such that |u| = 1) based on absolute values
If L ∈ Λ is linear, we may fix a single v from the orbit {uv : |u| = 1} by fixing L(v) from the orbit {uL(v) : |u| = 1}. Therefore, instead of considering id V with available information |Λ| we can equivalently consider the problem id V , i.e., the exact identification of v with a single exact evaluation L(v) and a sequence of evaluations
In the remainder we shall use the above reformulation of quotient problems.
For any field K, let:
n : a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ K} be the linear space of all polynomials of degree at most n (n ∈ N) and coefficients from K , and let
and s ∈ K the evaluation of f at s is well defined as:
We consider K being the field of real numbers, some subfield of it, or the field of complex numbers. We assume that the domain of any polynomial from
We will consider two basic classes of elementary information operations acting on spaces of polynomials:
In the sequel we will use algorithms that may rely on information operations from the class Λ std ∪ |Λ std |, we will always make it explicit how many operations from each of the classes have been used by an algorithm. We will call the usage of an operation from Λ std an exact evaluation, while the usage of an operation from |Λ std | will be called a phaseless (or signless in the real case) evaluation. Our aim is to investigate the computational complexity of the problem:
when |Λ std | is available, or equivalently of the problem:
if we can use any number of information operations from |Λ std | and exactly one operation from Λ std .
Real polynomials
This section deals with phaseless identification of real polynomials. We shall start with the following observation.
Theorem 3.1. The computational complexity of the problem
for the class |Λ std | is polynomial in n. Furthermore, it has a solution (N, φ) such that N is nonadaptive and
Proof. Let us consider the general form of a real polynomial:
where a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ R. Suppose that 0 ≤ j ≤ n is the smallest index such that a j is non-zero. The square of the absolute value of p is
Because |p(x)| 2 is a real polynomial of degree at most 2n we may determine its coefficients A k by using its evaluations at (any) 2n + 1 distinct real points and performing polynomial interpolation. Furthermore, every evaluation of |p(x)| 2 is of the form (L(p)) 2 , where L ∈ |Λ std |. Now, observe that:
Therefore, assuming (A k ) 0≤k≤2(n−j) are given, coefficients a m may be computed inductively:
Thus, we may recover the polynomial p(x) up to a sign (i.e., the sign of a j ), which completes the proof.
One may wonder if 2n + 1 information operations are needed. The answer is no, provided we are satisfied with algorithms with exponential cost that use an adaptive information.
has a solution (N, φ) such that N is an adaptive information operator using information operations from the class |Λ std | and such that cost i (N, v) = n + 2 for all v ∈ R n [x], and sup{cost a (φ, y) : y ∈ N (R n [x])} is exponential in n.
Proof. We will equivalently demonstrate that it is possible to identify a real polynomial by n+1 signless evaluations and one exact evaluation.
Let us consider p ∈ R n [x] and a sequence x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R of distinct real numbers. Denote by B k = {−1, 1} k the k-th power of the one-dimensional unit circle and by B (2)
Therefore, there are exactly 2 n+1 polynomials with values, up to a sign, matching those of p in each of the points x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n . Moreover, if b = b then the equation w b (x) = w b (x) has at most n solutions. It follows that the set
is finite, thus does not exhaust the whole R. Therefore, there exists x ∈ R that differentiates any pair of polynomials w b and w b , and we may perform one exact evaluation at that x, which will uniquely identify b such that w b = p, and hence also p. Moreover, x can be effectively found in exponential time by a naive algorithm that separates an interval from the set of all zeros of polynomials w b − w b computed to any finite precision.
One may also observe that since S is of Lebesgue measure zero, any point randomly chosen from any non-degenerated interval will almost surely not belong to S.
Example 3.1. Consider p ∈ R n [x] for n = 3. Let us choose {1, 2, 3, 4} for the set of four evaluation points and assume that |p(x)| = 1 for every x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Figure 1 shows all possible polynomials of degree at most 3 that satisfy the signless evaluations. The polynomials whose value at 1 is positive (i.e. equal to 1) are:
The remaining polynomials are their opposites. Observe that at x = π no two non-opposite polynomials have the same absolute value, because π is a transcendental number (i.e., it is not algebraic) and the coefficients of the above polynomials are rational. Therefore, we can choose x = π for our final evaluation.
The above example suggests that some information about coefficients of the polynomials can be used to find evaluation points in a non-adaptive way.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that A is a subfield of the field R of real numbers, such that the field extension A ⊆ R is transcendental. The problem
has a solution (N, φ) such that N is a non-adaptive information operator using information operations from the class |Λ std | and such that cost i (N, v) = n + 2 for all v ∈ A n [x], and sup{cost a (φ, y) : y ∈ N (R n [x])} is exponential in n.
Proof. We proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We will equivalently demonstrate that it is possible to identify a polynomial from A n [x] by n + 1 signless evaluations and one exact evaluation. However, this time all evaluation points (including the one to perform an exact evaluation) can be fixed beforehand and used without any need for adaption.
Let us consider p ∈ A n [x] and a sequence x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ A of distinct elements of A. For every tuple b ∈ {−1, 1} n+1 there is exactly one polynomial
This follows from two observations:
• a matrix with entries from A has an inverse over A iff it has an inverse over R Therefore, there are exactly 2 n+1 polynomials from A n [x] with values, up to a sign, matching those of p in each of the points x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n .
From the assumption, the set:
is non-empty. By definition any x ∈ D differentiates every pair of distinct polynomials w, v ∈ A n [x]. Thus we may perform one exact evaluation at any fixed x ∈ D, which will uniquely identify b such that w b = p, and hence also p.
Corollary 3.1. The problem
can be solved using n + 1 signless evaluations at any distinct points x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ Q, and one evaluation at any point x ∈ R such that x is a transcendental number. 
Complex polynomials
Phaseless identification of complex polynomials is much more complicated than in the case of real polynomials. One reason for this increased difficulty is that the cardinality of the unit sphere for complex numbers, i.e. {x ∈ C : |x| = 1}, is continuum; whereas the unit sphere for real numbers, i.e. {x ∈ R : |x| = 1}, is just the 2-element set {−1, 1}. The next theorem exploits this difference.
Theorem 4.1. There is no solution of the problem
that relies on the information operator N which uses at most n information operations from the class Λ std and at most n + 1 information operations from the class |Λ std |.
Proof. Let us denote
Consider a a sequence x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ C of distinct complex numbers and a polynomial f ∈ C n [x] that does not have a root at any of these numbers -i.e., f (x i ) = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Note that for every tuple b ∈ C n+1 there is exactly one polynomial 
Therefore, if we define
we see that for x ∈ C n we have:
We argue that S = C n . Consider any tuple x ∈ C n and any nonzero polynomial p ∈ C n [x] for which x is a tuple of all its roots.
Therefore, there is a non-zero tuple c ∈ C n+1 such that (p/M )(
, it follows that p/M = w c , and hence w c (
Since f is equal to at most one of w b or w b , we cannot identify f .
Corollary 4.1. There is no solution of the problem
that relies on the information operator N using information operations from the class |Λ std | and such that
Proof. Since the information |Λ std | is weaker than the information Λ std , it follows from Theorem 4.1 that
cannot have a solution based on an information operator using exactly one information operation from the class Λ std and 2n information operations from the class |Λ std |.
cannot have a solution based on an information operator using 2n + 1 information operations from the class |Λ std |.
Let us see how Theorem 4.1 works on a simple example.
Example 4.1. Let f ∈ C n [x] and assume that the evaluation points are x = (1, 2, 3, 4) with their corresponding values all equal to 1. Consider (any) triple of points, for example {0, 5, 6} and take any non-zero polynomial whose roots are at these points, for instance: Note that the absolute values of both w b and w b are all ones at (1, 2, 3, 4) , and the values are equal on (0, 5, 6) (in fact, in this example, the absolute values are equal on the whole real line).
The above example shows that if we are not careful enough in choosing the evaluation points, we may not be able to distinguish between the polynomials in any number of evaluations (recall Figure 3) . The next example shows that it is not sufficient to evaluate polynomials at points with different imaginary values.
Example 4.2. Consider the following polynomials:
We have:
Therefore, |p(e ix )| = |q(e ix )|, i.e. the absolute values of p and q on the unit circle are equal.
On the other hand, if we know the polynomial in advance, we may always choose n + 2 points such that the absolute values at the chosen points identify the polynomial up to a phase.
Example 4.3. Let ω 0 , ω 1 , . . . , ω n be the sequence of (n + 1)-th primitive roots of 1. There is exactly one polynomial w of degree at most n such that: w(0) = 1 and |w(ω i )| = 1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Consider a polynomial w(x) = a 0 + a 1 x + a 2 x 2 + · · · + a n x n . The constraint w(0) = 1 says that a 0 = 1. Now, let us take the Vandermonde matrix T at ω i . We have to solve the equation: T a = u, where u i = 1 and a 0 = 1. Because T is non-singular, this is equivalent to the equation a = T −1 u. The first row of the inverse of the Vandermonde matrix is of the form [
Thus we obtain equation: 1 = 1 n+1 n i=0 u i , which is satisfied only if u i = 1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Therefore, a = T −1 1 is the unique solution.
Example 4.1 shows that it is not sufficient to evaluate polynomials at any fixed points with the same imaginary value, whereas Example 4.2 shows that it is not sufficient to evaluate polynomials at any fixed points with the same real value. One may wonder if it is sufficient to evaluate polynomials at some fixed set of points whose both real and imaginary values vary. The next theorem gives an affirmative answer to this question.
Theorem 4.2. The computational complexity of the problem
for the class |Λ std | is polynomial in n. Furthermore, it has a solution (N, φ) such that N is nonadaptive and cost i (N, v) = (2n + 1) 2 for all v ∈ C[x], and sup{cost a (φ, y) : y ∈ N (C n [x])} is polynomial in n.
Proof. Let us consider the general form of a complex polynomial p ∈ C n [x]:
where all parameters are real and a i are non-negative. By using the circular coordinates for x, we get:
The formula for the (square of) absolute value of p(xe yi ) takes the following form:
where:
Let x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x 2n be a sequence of distinct non-negative real numbers. For every x i let us define function x i : [−π, π] → R as follows:
By the above observation, x i is a trigonometric polynomial:
with:
To recover coefficients A x i ,m and B x i ,m we use a standard trick. If we set:
the coefficients A x i ,m may be recovered by the inverse cosine transform from values c x i (ω 0 ), c x i (ω 1 ), c x i (ω 2 ), . . . , c x i (ω 2n ) where ω k = kπ n . Similarly, setting:
gives the coefficients B x i ,m by the inverse sine transform from values s x i (ω 1 ), s x i (ω 2 ), . . . , s x i (ω 2n ).
Observe, that to recover both A x i ,m and B x i ,m we need 2n + 1 evaluations of x i . Therefore, to recover A x i ,m and B x i ,m at every x i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n, we need (2n + 1) 2 evaluations of |p|. 
Summary and further work
In the present paper we have investigated the relation between the number of (exact and phaseless) polynomial evaluations and combinatorial cost needed to process it in order to recover an unknown polynomial. However, some questions still remain open. Note that in Theorem 3.2 we have shown that n + 2 (phaseless) polynomial evaluations are sufficient for the (phaseless) recovery of a polynomial, however the combinatorial cost of processing of that information, being in fact the cost of a full search among all possible candidates for a solution, is exponential in n. Hence the natural question arises: can we do it faster? More generally, what is the minimal number of (phaseless) evaluations of an unknown polynomial p such that it is possible to perform (phaseless) identification of p in a polynomial time? It is of interest to investigate this both in the real and the complex case.
